School of Linguistic, Speech and Communication Sciences  
Centre for Language and Communication Studies  
M.Phil. in Linguistics, Applied Linguistics, English Language Teaching, and Speech and Language Processing  
Orientation Course 2017-18

Monday 18 September (Arts Building, 5052)

4.30  Christer Gobl (Head of CLCS) Welcome

4.45  Sarah O’Brien: English for Academic Purposes for M.Phil. students whose first language is not English; ELT course coordination;

5.00  Gessica De Angelis (CLCS M.Phil. Course Coordinator, Assistant Professor in Applied Linguistics): Introduction to the M.Phil. courses

6.30  Ends

Tuesday 19 September (Arts Building, 5052)

4.00  Gillian Roddie, Postgraduate student support officer

4.15  John Wynne, Careers Advisory Service

4.30  Shane Collins, Graduate Students Union

4.45  Deirdre Mullen-Mcguinness, Sports facilities at Trinity College Dublin

5.00  Gessica De Angelis: Postgraduate studies at Trinity, Student services: Academic Registry, Careers Advisory Service; College Health Service; Day Nursery; Disability Service; Graduate Students’ Union; Postgraduate Advisory Service; Student Counselling Service;

6.00  Ends

Wednesday 20 September (Arts Building, 5052)

4.00  Gessica De Angelis: Timetables, options, assessment, handbooks, and other structural matters;

6.00  Ends

Thursday 21 September

4.00  Isolde Harpur, librarians for Linguistics: Introduction to the Library for CLCS students. Gather in Berkeley Library entrance hall.

5.00  Welcome reception: meet your professors. (Arts Building, 5052)
Friday 22 September (optional introductory lectures) (Arts Building, 5052)

2.00 – 2.50  **John Saeed**: Introduction to contemporary linguistics

3.00 – 3.50  **Breffni O’Rourke**: Introduction to contemporary applied linguistics

4.00 – 4.50  **Irena Yanushevskaya** Basic principles of articulatory phonetics; The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)